Detecting the taste components within a flavoured substance relies on exposing chemoreceptors within the mouth to the chemical components of ingested food. In our paper, we show that the evaluation of taste components can also be influenced by the tactile quality of the food. We first discuss how multisensory factors might influence taste, flavour and smell for both typical and atypical (synaesthetic) populations and we then present two empirical studies showing tactile-taste interactions in the general population. We asked a group of non-synaesthetic adults to evaluate the taste components of flavoured food substances, whilst we presented simultaneous cross-sensory visuo-tactile cues within the eating environment. Specifically, we presented foodstuffs between subjects that were otherwise identical but had a rough versus smooth surface, or were served on a rough versus smooth serving-plate. We found no effect of the serving-plate, but we found the rough/smoothness of the foodstuff itself significantly influenced perception: food was rated as significantly more sour if it had a rough (versus smooth) surface. In modifying taste perception via ostensibly unrelated dimensions, we demonstrate that the detection of tastes within flavours may be influenced by higher level cross-sensory cues. Finally, we suggest that the direction of our cross-sensory associations may speak to the types of hedonic mapping found both in normal multisensory integration, and in the unusual condition of synaesthesia.
Introduction
The chemical sense of gustation (taste) involves the detection of five basic taste categories of sweet, sour, bitter, salty and umami or savoury (e.g., see Chaudhari and Roper (2010) ). Tastant molecules bind (either directly or indirectly) to ion channels in the membranes of taste receptor cells in the mouth, which are organised into taste buds (Chandrashekar et al., 2006) . From there, the signal is converted and sent to the brain in a process known as transduction (e.g., see Frank and Hettinger (1992) ). However, substances are very rarely delivered into the mouth in the form of pure tastes. Most consumption is of foodstuffs that have complex flavours involving not only taste but also texture (Philipsen Clydesdale et al., 1995) , temperature (Talavera et al., 2007) , other tactile sensations (Cardello, 1996) and trigeminal nerve irritation (such as the burning sensation of capsicum pepper or cooling of menthol; Lawless and Stevens, 1984) . For these reasons flavour perception is multi-sensory, and it also shows influences from other senses such as olfaction (Small et al., 2004) , and vision (DuBose et al., 1980; see below, and Auvray and Spence (2008) for a review). The integration of multiple senses when eating appears to be supported anatomically via the orbitalfrontal cortex (OFC) which is implicated as the site of integration for the components of flavour, and this serves as a "higher-order gustatory cortex" (Small et al., 2007, p. 136) .
That flavour is comprised of more than just taste means flavour can of course be influenced by changes in modalities unrelated to taste. Hence the flavour of a food that is soft and heated would be different to one that is cold and crispy. Our interest here however, is to test how multisensory manipulations can effect taste evaluations themselves. We look at how participants rate taste qualities within flavoured food, if we alter modalities other than chemical tastants. Specifically we ask whether the taste quality of food becomes more sour, or sweet or bitter even if we modulate only texture.
Why consider the texture of food, and what predictions might we make? To preface our study we briefly review previous work that has used multisensory manipulations to evaluate changes in taste (as well as flavour and smell -since all three involve the chemical senses). We also look at what might be learned from studies of people with synaesthesia -an extreme type of multisensory integration -which could perhaps give insights into how evaluations of the taste components within food are made by the average person. In both cases we look especially at how multisensory integration sometimes involves hedonic qualities (i.e., the matching of two sensory qualities according to their pleasantness). 
